ADDING A THIRD VOWEL

SUSAN THORPE
Great Missenden, Buckinghamshire, England
thorpeds@hotmail.com

Begin with a 2-vowel word in which the two vowels are different. Insert, or attach at the beginning or the end, a third different vowel to make a 3-vowel word.

ADDING A
BERING (Strait) - BEARING
BOUND - ABOUND
BOUT - ABOUT
COSTED - COASTED
DINE - DIANE
EDWIN - EDWINA
FILED - FAILED
GROUND - AGROUND
HUNTED - HAUNTED
IDES - AIDES
ITCHES - AITCHES
JONES - JOANES (a first name)
KITE - KAITE (a first name)
KOREN (surname) - KOREAN
LINER - LINEAR
LONE - ALONE
LOUD - ALOUD
LUNCHING - LAUNCHING
MIMED - MAIMED
MUSES - AMUSES
NIVE (a river in France) - NAIVE
ORTE (a town in Italy) - ORATE
PINTER - PAINTER
PRISE - PRAISE
QUIT - QUAIT (= ‘quoit)
QUIN - QUIAN (a place in Spain)
RECTOR - REACTOR
RIDER - RAIDER
RISE - RAISE
ROBERT - ROBERTA
ROSE - AROSE
ROSTER - ROASTER
ROUND - AROUND
SENROR - SENORA
TILED - TAILED
TONE - ATONE
TUBER - TAUBER (surname)
UPON - AUAPON (a first name)
VENUS - VENAUS (place in Italy)
WHILE - AWHILE
XINE (a first name) - AXINE (of a type of deer)
YOUNG - YOUNGA (surname)
ZEUS - ZAEUS (surname)
ADDING E
ASTRID - ASTRIDE
BATON - BEATON (surname)
CAIN - CAINE (surname)
DAMON - DAEMON
FARING - FEARING
GALLON - GALLEON
HUMAN - HUMANE
IDA - IDEA
JASMIN (place in Canada) - JASMINE
JOAN - JOANE (place in Portugal)
KORAN - KOREAN
LION - ELION (surname)
LUPIN - LUPINE
MAIN - MAINE
MAUD - MAUDE (a first name and a surname)
NAIL - NAILE (place in Philippines)
OPAL - OPALE (place in Slovenia)
PAUL - PAULE (both names)
QUIT - QUITE
RAIN - RAINED (a reptile species name)
SATING - SEATING
TAIL - TAILE (place in Laos)
TOIL - TOILE (a fabric)
UNIT - UNITE
VIVA - VIVAE (a reptile species name)
WAVING - WEAVING
XOAN - XOANE (two places in Spain)
YASMIN (surname) - YASMINE (first name)
ZOAN (an ancient city in Egypt) - ZOANE (first name)

ADDING I
ANNE - ANNIE
ANON - ANION
BABES - BABIES
CANE - CAINE
CASTOR - CAISTOR (in Lincolnshire)
CHASE - CHAISE
DOSSER - DOSSIER
EVAN - EVIAN (place in France)
GERMAN - GERMAIN (a first name)
HERON - HEROIN
JANE - JAINE (a first name)
KATE - KATIE
LANE - LAINE (surname)
MANE - MAINE
NOSE - NOISE
OVEN - OVIEN (surname)
OVER - OVIER (place in France)
PANTED - PAINTED
PARED - PAIRED
POSE - POISE
QUAD - QUAID (surname)
RACER - RACIER
SEÑOR - SENIOR
SOLDER - SOLDIER
STARED - STAIREO
TRADE - TIRADE
URON - URION (both surnames)
VOLE - VOILE
VOLENT (place in France) - VIOLENT
WATER - WAITER
XANE (a first name) - XAINTE (Hotel in Spain)
YOUNG - YOUNG (addressing as ‘you’)
ZONE - ZIONE (a first name)

ADDING  O
BASTED - BOASTED
BATING - BOATING
BEAN - BEANO (comic)
CAME - CAMEO
CURSE - COURSE
DINE - DIONE (place in Scotland)
FILED - FOILED
FUNDAD - FOUNDED
HARDER - HOARDER
IDLE - IDOLE (place in Wales)
JANE - JOANE (place in Portugal)
KATE - KOATE (place in Guinea)
LITER - LOITER
LUNGE - LOUNGE
MATED - MOATED
MISTER - MOISTER
MUSE - MOUSE
NILE - NIOLE (a first name)
PINTER - POINTER
QUIT - QUOIT
RANGE - ORANGE
RUSE - ROUSE
SURER - SOURER
TILED - TOILED
UNDER - UNDOER
VISE - VOICE
VILE - VOILE
WINE - WOINE (a first name)
XANE (a first name) - XOANE (a place in Spain)
YALE - YOALE (a first name)
ZANE - ZOANE (both first names)

ADDING  U
ASTIN - AUSTIN
BONDING - BOUNDING
CORSE (old ‘copse’) - COURSE
DOSE - DOUSE
EROS - EUROS
FACET - FAUCET
FELLING - FUELLING
FONDER - FOUNDER
GAGE - GAUGE
HOSE - HOUSE
IVAN - IVAUN (surname)
JOLE (old 'jowl') - JOULE
KATE - KAUTE (surname)
LOIS - LOUIS
LOSE - LOUSE
MADE - MAUDE
MORNING - MOURNING
NERON (a company name) - NEURON
OSSEL (a Baltic island) - OUSEL (a thrush)
PAPER - PAUPER
PENDING - UPENDING
PONCING - POUNCING
PONDER - POUNDER
QITE (an ancient Egyptian weight measure) - QUITE
ROSE - ROUSE
ROTE - ROUTE
SADI - SAUDI
SAVE - SUAVE
TOPE (surname) - TOUPE
VALE - VALUE
WINES - WINEUS (surname)
XINE (a first name) - UXINE (a drug)
YALE - YAULE (place in Uganda)
ZONE - ZOUNE (a first name)